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"Stefan Lanka: Biology as it is not - Refuting genetics, virology and cell 
theory".
The first part of a two-part lecture by Dr. Stefan Lanka at W.I.R. (Knowledge 
Is Relevant)

- - -

Those who have seen Dr. Lanka's lecture on our channel will probably find a 
few points from this one very familiar. Nevertheless, we can explicitly 
recommend this new lecture once again, because Dr. Lanka goes into some 
points in more detail here and explains once again exactly why something like 
pandemic claims will inevitably arise again and again (even without some evil 
master plan by self-appointed elites) as long as medicine is stuck in its good-
evil thinking.

CONTENT

#

 how Rudolf Virchow's biological theories became the basis of euthanasia

#

 Bacteriophages - how to reinterpret life-sustaining principles of nature into 
something evil

#

 how speculation suddenly becomes scientific fact thanks to a Nobel Prize

#

 how science uses bizarre laboratory experiments to draw false conclusions 
about life

#

 why medicine and other sciences are forced to exaggerate more and more

#

 why and in how many points the German IfSG was violated at Corona 
from the very beginning

#

 why scientific fraud is always swept under the carpet to this day

and much more



approx. 69 min.
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 knowledge-is-relevant.com:
"Biologist and marine biologist Dr. rer. nat. Stefan Lanka explains to us the 
history of virology. He refutes previous knowledge about genetics, virology 
and cell theory. As a virologist, he kneeled down to the previous concepts and 
understood that they were not correct. Most people believe in a terror biology 
where our own molecules turn on ourselves and only want to kill and can 
migrate. Lanka refutes this false doctrine.

The lecture was recorded on January 21, 2022."

- - -

▶

 Here is the link to the lecture: 

https://wissen-ist-relevant.com/vortrage/stefan-lanka-die-biologie-wie-sie-nicht-ist-widerlegung-
der-genetik-virologie-und-zellenlehre/

⸻⸻

Rough translation and interpretation, Part 1 - up to 29 min. 30 sec.

We live in times of superstition and belief  that is presented as ‘science’.
The models are false , nothing to do with reality.
If people do not get out this false theories  and do not understand where these 
false concepts are coming from, why we believe in false theories as a culture,  
humanity does not stand a chance.

‘Corona’ is a chance for change,   that includes  other developments in our 
culture that are not ideal eg.  in  politics and the so called representative  
democracy ,etc.



We can change only if we address the root of the problem.
The conditions for change are  there. This can only happen when there is a 
global dogma and global communication otherwise a change on this planet is 
not possible.
If one country rises , out  of various reasons the other countries, continents 
will fight against it. 
But if it shakes the whole planet that something is not right there is a chance 
to learn from the mistakes .
If we do not learn we are forced to  just repeat everything.

—————-

Going back in History 

Democritus -2500 years ago.Democritus -2500 years ago.

Out of good reasons he set the  bases for today’s teachings  and 
understandings , the understanding of the living but also  of illnesses.
The explanation of life  with no consciousness, no soul, no gods because 
religion generates fear in people.
A totally material explanation of life . He postulates atoms that are eternal, 
that move, build molecules. These molecules move again , out of it life forms 
and the strong one will impose themselves.

This pure material idea sounded great and there was a good reason behind it 
but they could not imagine that a new religion came out of it, the good/ bad 
religion that forces us into a material way of thinking.

If we want to explain anything eg. illness that happen concomitant or 
sequentially, we are forced to imagine material defect carriers as an 
explanation 
We cannot imagine anything else if it is forbidden that consciousness works, 
that a world can kill or heal which is a fact, psychosomatic.

We have a state- bearing philosophy where it is  forbidden to think, to 
research that consciousness,  the soul can give form and can influence our 



health.
All languages are full of  expressions that show that is how it is.

PlatoPlato pointed out and quoted his teacher Socrates that  the greeks cannot deal 
with illnesses anymore .
They use medicine to suppress symptoms so that the non- free ( ie the slave ) 
can get back to work faster.
For the free people the soul is treated , the body- soul biology.
Socrates and Plato knew that.

———

Moving  ahead in history.

Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy
he regards him as  on of the most important and deepest German thinker .

He predicted that if only  pure materialistic is researched , it will be similar to 
the greek judicial system, we have precedents and everything that we observe 
we judge as a precedent case.
That is why it impossible to perceive anything new and to perceive any 
changes with such a way of conducting science.

In his books- year   Sociology 1929, 1956 . - quote

Warnings- Visionaries and predictions
Eugen Rostenstock-Huessy
“Eugen Rostenstock-Huessy write in 1956 when he analysed that and why the 
infection and cancer theories are wrong, but "masses of pseudo-research" are carried 
out to save face?
"The free growth point in the scientific world age lies in a new pair of tensions, 
namely between research and knowledge. This pair of struggles is still largely 
unexplored.
We scholars all disguise ourselves as researchers, just as the old clergy posed as saints, 
in order in this way to stall the rupture into here clergy, here people...
Scholars are just capable and quite incapable of loving the overthrow of their virtue. 
They are scientific officials, and they are always opposed to the amateur.
But since, of course, research belongs to science officially, just as the Holy Spirit 
belongs to the Church, there is masses of pseudo-research which competes with the 



progress of free research; and the former alone is conscientiously supported by the 
official bodies and foundations, for this alone seems worthy of support to the 
professional officials of science. Such bogus research acts according to the principle: 
Wash my fur, but don't get me wet! It researches cancer according to the outdated 
ideas of Louis Pasteur, as if it were rabies.”
Source: https://telegra.ph/Gefährliche-Behauptungen---Übertriebene-Gefährlichkeit-
der- Corona-Impfungen-06-02
deepL translate

Meaning,  there are scientist and researchers. 
Cancer theory is wrong and is  being researched on the theories of Pasteur 
which are also false .

But the suffering  and dying of  humans, everyone knows , in the family ; 
serves as proof that there must be something bad.

Today the prognosis for research is worst because the thankful people finance 
science - a good example ‘corona’.
The power shifts to the side of the pseudoscientist as opposed to the 
researchers. 
We have a factory of doctors out of Rockefeller sponsored institutions.

——-

Ivan IllichIvan Illich
Croatian philosopher and thinker 

Predicted  ‘corona’ in 1976 - book - ‘ The Nemesis of Medicine’

If medicine does not get separated from the economy it also needs  to produce 
profit every year.
But that is not possible in biology. So they exaggerate without noticing like 
the frog slowly being boiled in water.
He predicted it will reach a point where it becomes destructive for the whole 
society.
He describes the exaggerations, starts with vaccination,  also shows how they 
change fever criterium.



Rudolph VirchowRudolph Virchow

Came up with the concept of the defect carrier in todays form.

A dramatic figure in our history. 

In 1848- came with the concept that living conditions affect health which 
is true and he is still praised today.
But the motivation is not seen and what he did 10 years later.

He wanted to become a  priest but was forced into medicine to pay his 
father’s huge debt.
He studied medicine in the military as his uncle on his father side was 
major in the Prussian army.
But the state physicians  , which accounted for 20%were hated by the 
people. They had a poor education, they did organ trafficking as were 
dependent on corruption. 
They were neither rich or poor, they went to Virchow and he became head 
of the movement to reform these state and military physician.
80% of doctors at the time were independent not regulated.

To enter in more power position within the state system,  he said the state 
needs to fuse with medicine and become one.
The science needs to be nationalised to prevent humanitarian catastrophe, 
epidemics, cholera in water, etc.

The revolution at the time ended, many on the barricades were without 
jobs but not him.
But Virchow was protected , taken out of the limelight, became professor 
at a University and came up with new theories.

First he participated in  the revision of the theory that postulated that 
illness is caused by ‘ disease juices’.



As they observed that one gets ill if take  ‘disease juice’ eg vodka, if as a 
14 year old drink a bottle one can die .
Yeltsin could drink 2-3 bottles / day and could tolerate it but not because 
he had anti- poisons , the idea that one gets healthy again it takes the 
antidote is false.
Even the theory of today why we vaccinated that we give the antibodies, 
you have the body ( defect carrier - ‘virus’ in latin means toxin ) and 
antibody that is claimed to neutralise. The theory that most people still 
believe today.

He fought against this ‘juice’ teaching and published the arguments that 
are correct even to this day.
But in 1958 he revived the ‘juice’ teachings, he  was protected  and 
bypassed competent people and  he became in charge  , director of Charite 
where Christain Drosten is now. 

Against better knowledge,  he claimed that life comes out of single cells 
that divide and that all illnesses generate out of a single cell that start 
producing  the ‘disease poison ‘ ie the ‘virus ‘ and spreads it and that is 
how the illness spreads in the body.

He came across this theory , and that is a deciding factor , through an anti-
clergy network, the Freemasons because the uncle on the mother side that 
has protected him was not only the friend of the Prussian king but also 
chief of the Freemasons.
They had a bible ie. a booklet  from year 200 that survived  the book 
burning by christians , about Democritus that existed  in a simple form a 
Roman poet Lucretius (https://www.britannica.com/biography/Lucretius) .
That was found in 1408 in a library in the South of Germany and copied 
over and over again . In this book  of Democritus teaching about the atom 
theory that survived and transferred .
Democritus got the theory from the Persians.

That is why Virchow claims he discovered something new, the smallest 
indivisible part of life is the cell despite the knowledge that there are 
tissues.  



(Later same with Einstein claiming atoms, etc  who also stubbled across 
the  same theories.)

Virchow claimed that the ‘disease poison ‘ diffuses.
He was successfully politically as he claimed similar happens within the 
state. That there  are single elements that easily lean towards being  
parasitic, not obvious but they need to be suppressed. 
And with the cellular pathology  it set the basis for euthanasia.

So from a humanitarian person that provided hope he changed his 
concepts to fit politics. 
Thus claiming we come out of a single cell and that every illness originate 
out  of a cell  and that these   ‘ disease poisons ‘diffuse .

At the same time he suppress the knowledge that ‘disease poisons’ do not 
diffuse.
From the time of  the magnifying glasses,  1650, later  magnifying lenses 
combinations that we call microscopes it was clear that every organ is 
made of 4 different tissues ( at the time only 3 were known) but in illness 
only one layer changes.  
And this changes are not transmitted to other tissues , does not diffuse. 
That is another reason why the antique ‘juice’ theory got disproven ie. 
poison and anti- poison.
That is how Mozart was transformed into eternity , he was in a healing 
crisis when was experiencing motor - trauma as was epileptic , had high 
fever and they assumed he was full of ‘disease poison’ and did blood 
letting and lost a lot blood.

——-

The stage has been set  for today  that  the concepts are not correct .
Cellular pathology is wrong, to think in terms of cells is wrong and to 
think in terms of viruses is wrong.

How Dr Lanka got into it.



As a biologist, marine biologist, all poisons end in the sea.

He discovered a structure that he thought was a harmless virus.
Because the algae that exists  everywhere produces these structures that 
looked like viruses, ie the  way we imagine viruses.
Algae  keeps producing the structures and it is not doing badly, it survives.
Dr Lanka managed to isolate it and each time had the same biochemistry , 
the same composition with every isolation.

Photo of measles slide  
With particles eg in measles pictures they tell us there are viruses.
The structure that are presented to us as viruses were never found in 
humans , animals, in any body part  or body fluids. Never.

Everything that is presented to us as viruses are typical disintegration/ 
decay product of  reagent glass. 
This also goes back to Virtchow who was also a pathologist and who 
believed if he studied  disintegrating and decaying tissue he can say 
something about life.

Exactly what is going on now.
We take tissues out of the organs, often out of ape kidney as they last the 
longest in reagent glass. 
They also live a bit longer because we add foetus serum ,  ie.  blood 
without the solid parts. If take serum from grown up people or mammals 
the tissue would die immediately.

These photos of disintegrated structures  come out of reagent glass but 
never seen in real life they designate as viruses .

What are they in reality ?What are they in reality ?
In reality they take tissue  fragments that can still survive around a core / 
nucleus , they develop fingers like every amoebae to build back the unity 
of the original tissue . 
That is why everyone who works with the ‘cell cultures’ in the reagent 
glass need to constantly isolate .



The tissue fragments are misinterpreted as cells, and the fingers called 
‘villi’ in electron microscope  are presented to us as viruses 
It is that simple, hocus pocus  ‘science’.

One can see why the virologists are totally antiscientific , they never 
documented any control experiments.

See slide  at around 28 min 30 sec.
Eg. if cut through the tissue in the middle ( the cross section needs to 
appear larger , near the margin smaller and outside  the tissue there should 
be nothing. 
The pictures that they show us , the tissue fragments are always visible.

The basis of virology is antiscientific as they do not even  try to disprove 
themselves. One can only claim something to be scientific if cannot 
disproving oneself  called ‘falsification’ ie. if the falsification was 
unsuccessful.
Virologists have never done that and paint models of viruses that do not 
exist in reality.

 


